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Abstract
In this paper, linear prediction based decision{feedback di erential detection (DF{DD) for
M {ary di erential phase{shift keying (MDPSK) signals transmitted over Ricean fading channels is proposed. This scheme can improve conventional di erential detection (DD) signi cantly for a multitude of frequency{nonselective channels as will be shown analytically and
by computer simulations. Prediction{based DF{DD is particularly well suited for application in mobile communications since the predictor coeÆcients may be updated regularly
using the recursive least{squares (RLS) algorithm. Here, adaptation can start blind, i.e., no
training sequence and no a priori knowledge about the channel statistics are required. A further important characteristic of the proposed detection scheme is that no degradation occurs
under frequency o set. The bit error rate (BER) performance of QDPSK with genie{aided
prediction{based DF{DD is analyzed and it is shown under which conditions the irreducible
error oor of conventional DD can be removed entirely. In addition, the in uence of Doppler
shift is discussed. Finally, the proposed scheme is compared with a second DF{DD scheme
which is based on multiple{symbol detection (MSD).
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1 Introduction
In this paper, we propose and analyze a novel decision{feedback di erential detection (DF{
DD) scheme for M {ary di erential phase{shift keying (MDPSK) signals transmitted over
at Ricean fading channels1 . This scheme is based on linear prediction and outperforms
conventional di erential detection (DD) for AWGN, Rayleigh fading, and Ricean fading
conditions. Moreover, it is less complex than multiple{symbol detection (MSD) [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]
or schemes based on sequence estimation (e.g. [7, 8, 9, 10, 11]). Especially, it is well suited
for application in mobile communications since the predictor coeÆcients may be adapted to
the current statistics of a (nonstationary) channel using the recursive least{squares (RLS)
algorithm [12]. Unlike previously proposed DF{DD schemes [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20,
21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26] adaptive prediction{based DF{DD has the important advantage that
it does not degrade under frequency o set.
Adaptive DF{DD schemes are also proposed by Adachi and Hamamoto in [19] and [20],
respectively. However, these schemes use an IIR lter in order to estimate a reference symbol.
Since commonly encountered fading processes are better approximated by an autoregressive
(AR) model than by a moving average (MA) model, an FIR predictor is better suited [27].
DF{DD based on linear prediction of a reference symbol has been rst proposed by Svensson [17]. However, in [17] only Rayleigh fading is considered, and the predictor coeÆcients
are xed. Bin et al. [21, 22] also propose a prediction{based DF{DD scheme, which uses
a linear programming algorithm for calculation of the predictor coeÆcients. For this, it is
assumed that all signal amplitudes are constant within one observation interval. Clearly, this
assumption causes a degradation for fast fading processes. Recently, Adachi [23] reported
an adaptive DF{DD scheme which applies a linear FIR predictor. However, there the observation interval length is restricted to N = 3 (i.e., a second order predictor). Furthermore,
it is assumed that both predictor coeÆcients are real and that their sum is equal to one.
These assumptions are not always justi ed and may lead to degradations. For example, for
frequency o set, complex{valued predictor coeÆcients result.
In contrast to the contributions cited above, we provide a closed{form bit error rate
(BER) analysis, valid for QDPSK transmission with Ricean fading and frequency o set, and
genie{aided prediction{based DF{DD at the receiver (i.e., it is assumed that all feedback
symbols are correct). Moreover, we investigate under which conditions the error oor [28] of
conventional DD can be removed entirely.
Finally, we compare prediction{based DF{DD with MSD{based DF{DD. For this, we
give a novel MSD{based DF{DD decision rule for Ricean fading which may be considered
as a generalization of known decision rules for the AWGN channel and the Rayleigh fading
channel reported in [13, 15, 16] and [24], respectively. It will be shown that MSD{based
and prediction{based DF{DD are identical for pure AWGN and Rayleigh fading conditions.
Although, in general, both schemes are di erent, their performance is similar as will be
1 Note,

that Ricean fading also comprises Rayleigh fading and pure additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
as special cases [1].
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shown by computer simulations.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the transmission model is introduced.
Prediction{based DF{DD is derived and analyzed in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. The
adaptive implementation of prediction{based DF{DD is discussed in Section 5. In Section
6, the proposed prediction{based DF{DD scheme is compared with MSD{based DF{DD.
Simulation results are given in Section 7 and some conclusions are drawn in Section 8.

2 Transmission Model
Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of the transmission model under consideration. All signals are
represented by their complex{valued baseband equivalents and ideal symbol synchronization
is assumed. The MDPSK symbols are denoted by a[] 2 A = fej(2 +) j 2 f0; 1; : : : ; M
1gg,  2 f0; M g, and the corresponding di erentially encoded MPSK symbols b[k] are given
by
b[k] = a[k]b[k 1]; k 2 Z:
(1)
Both, transmitter lter Ht (f ) and receiver lter Hr (f ), have square{root Nyquist characteristic. Hence, no intersymbol interference occurs as long as the continuous{time fading
process fc(t) with equivalent single{sided bandwidth Bf and the factor ej2ft , where f is
the frequency o set between modulator and demodulator, do not change signi cantly during one symbol interval T . In this paper, we assume that these conditions are ful lled for
Bf T  0:05 and fT  0:05, respectively. Then, the received signal sample r[k] may be
written as
r[k] = r(kT ) = ej  ej 2fT k f [k]b[k] + n[k];
(2)
where the Ricean fading process f [] and the noise process n[] are correlated and uncorrelated
complex Gaussian random processes, respectively. Furthermore, f [] and n[] are mutually
uncorrelated.  denotes an unknown, constant, uniformly distributed phase shift. Due to
an appropriate normalization, f [k] has power qf2 = Efjf [k]j2g = 1 and n[k] has variance
n2 = Efjn[k]j2 g = EN . Here, Efg denotes expectation and ES is the mean received energy
per symbol, whereas N0 is the single{sided power spectral density of the underlying passband
noise process. The direct and the scattered (Rayleigh) component of the fading process are
denoted by fd [k] = Eff [k]g =4 ej2f T k fm (fm is the magnitude of the mean of the fading
process and fD , jfD j < Bf , is the Doppler shift) and fs[k] = f [k] fd [k], respectively. Finally,
the Ricean factor K is de ned as [1]
4 jfm j2
;
(3)
K=

M

0
S

D

s2

where s2 = Efjfs[k]j2 g is the variance of the scattered component fs[k]. At the receiver, the
estimated symbol a^[k] 2 A is determined by prediction{based DF{DD (cf. Fig. 1).
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3 Prediction{Based DF{DD
In this section, the prediction{based DF{DD decision rule is derived. Using Eq. (1), Eq. (2)
may be rewritten to
r[k] = a[k]ej  ej 2fT k f [k]b[k 1] + n[k]:
(4)
For optimum coherent detection (CD) of a[k], the reference symbol ejej2fT k f [k]b[k 1]
has to be known. For conventional DD, r[k 1] is used as estimate for ejej2fT k f [k]b[k 1]
[29] and because of the noisy character of r[k 1], a performance degradation compared to
CD is inevitable. Here, we propose to estimate ejej2fT k f [k]b[k 1] not only from r[k 1]
but from the last N 1 observed signal samples r[k  ], 1    N 1. The coeÆcients
pa , 1    N 1, of the proposed linear estimator are obtained by minimizing the mean{
squared error (MSE) between ejej2fT k f [k]b[k 1] and the estimated reference symbol
re [k

1] =

NX1
 =1

pa r[k

 ]:

(5)

Since n[] is an uncorrelated Gaussian random process, this estimator is equivalent to a
2
linear estimator for (ejej2fT k f [k]b[k] + n[k])=a[k] = r[k]=a[k]. The MSE variance MSE
for estimation of r[k]=a[k] is given by
2
r[k]
2
re [k 1] = E jr[k] a[k]re [k 1]j2
MSE = E
a[k]
= E ejej2fT k f [k]b[k] + n[k]
8
<

9
=

:

;

n

o

(

a[k]

Using the substitution
pa

NX1
 =1

pa

e e



j  j 2fT (k  ) f

Y1
b[k 1]
= b[k  ] p = a[k
=1

[k

]p ;

 ]b[k

1    N 1;

Eq. (6) may be simpli ed to

8
<

2 = E c[k]
MSE
:

with the de nitions

4
c[k] =

NX1
 =1

 ] + n[k

p c[k

]

29
=
;

;

]



2)

:

(6)
(7)
(8)

ej2fT k f [k] + n0[k];
(9)
j

4 e n[k]
n0 [k] =
:
(10)
b[k]
Note, that n0 [] is uncorrelated white Gaussian noise with variance n2 like n[]. From Eq. (8)
it can be observed that p , 1    N 1, can be interpreted as coeÆcients of a linear
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predictor of order N 1 for process c[]. Hence, p , 1    N 1, can be determined from
the
[12]
cp = 'c;
(11)
with the (N 1)  (N 1) autocorrelation matrix (ACM) [12] c of c[] and
'c =4 ['c[ 1] 'c[ 2] : : : 'c[ N + 1]]T ;
(12)
4
'c[] =
Efc[k + ]c[k]g = ej2fT  'f [] + n2 Æ[];
(13)
p =4 [p1 p2 : : : pN 1]T
(14)
(() and []T denote complex conjugation and transposition, respectively). Here, 'f [] is
the autocorrelation function (ACF) of the fading process f [] and Æ[] denotes the unit pulse
sequence, i.e., Æ[0] = 1, Æ[] = 0,  6= 0.
So far, we have assumed that a[k  ], 1    N 2, is perfectly known (cf. Eq. (7)).
Since this is not the case in a realizable receiver, we replace the unknown transmitted symbols
a[k  ], 1    N 2, by the decision{feedback symbols a^[k  ], 1    N 2, in
Eq. (7). The resulting reference symbol is denoted by r^e[k 1] and given by
Yule{Walker equations

r^e [k

1] =

NX1
 =1

p

Y1

=1

a^[k

]r[k

 ]:

(15)

The decision variable for prediction{based DF{DD is
g [k] = r[k]^re [k 1]:
(16)
The complex plane is divided into M sectors corresponding to the M possible values of a[k]
and a^[k] is uniquely determined by the sector into which the complex number g[k] falls.
Fig. 2 shows the structure of the prediction{based DF{DD receiver. The described decision
rule is equivalent to
a^[k] = argmax fRe fa~[k]r [k]^re [k 1]gg :
(17)
a~[k]

If the channel statistics are known a priori, Eq. (11) may be used for calculation of the
predictor coeÆcients. In mobile communications, where the channel may be nonstationary,
the adaptive algorithm described in Section 5 can be applied.
It should be mentioned that for N = 2, prediction{based DF{DD is identical with conventional DD as long as the predictor coeÆcient p1 is a real number. In the following, we
assume that the fading spectrum of the scattered component fs[] is symmetric and thus, p1
is real if f = 0 and fD = 0.

4 Performance Analysis for Genie{Aided Prediction{
Based DF{DD and M = 4
In this section, the performance of genie{aided prediction{based DF{DD is analyzed. We
concentrate on QDPSK (M = 4), since in this case a closed{form result for the BER can be
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obtained. Moreover, QDPSK is used in many existing systems, like the United States Digital
Cellular (IS{54, IS{136) and the Japanese Digital Cellular (PDC) [1]. The result of the BER
analysis is used to investigate the limiting performance of prediction{based DF{DD.
4.1

BER Analysis

We restrict ourselves to genie{aided DF{DD since it is diÆcult to take into account the
e ect of error propagation. In general, for DF{DD schemes error propagation increases BER
by approximately a factor of two (cf. [15, 16, 30]). However, this holds only if the errors
are not burst{like. For error bursts this factor is smaller than two as will be shown by
simulations in Section 7. For derivation of BER,  = =4 (i.e., =4{QDPSK) is assumed2 .
Our analysis follows essentially [15], however, here a Ricean fading channel with frequency
o set is considered instead of an AWGN channel.
Since the BER does not depend on the transmitted symbol, without loss of generality
the transmission of a[k] = ej=4 2 A=4 is assumed. In this case, no symbol error occurs if
the decision variable g[k] (cf. Eq. (16)) falls into the 1st quadrant. The probability that g[k]
is located in the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th quadrant is denoted by P2, P3, and P4, respectively. For
Gray mapping only one bit error occurs if g[k] falls into the 2nd or 4th quadrant and, in
addition, P2 = P4 because of symmetry. If g[k] falls into the 3rd quadrant, two bit errors
occur. Thus, the BER is given by
1
Pb = (P2 + P4 ) + P3 = P2 + P3 :
(18)
2
This corresponds to
Pb = PrfRefg [k]g < 0g = Prfd[k] < 0g;
(19)
where
4
4
d[k] =
g [k] + g  [k] =
Cx[k]y  [k] + C  x [k]y [k]
(20)
is a special case of the quadratic form of Eq. (4B.1) of [29]. A closed{form result for Pb
is given in the Appendix. As can be observed from Eqs. (52){(64), Pb depends on the
magnitude of the mean fm of the fading process, the Doppler shift fD , the rst N samples
of the ACF 'f [], the frequency o set f , and the channel noise variance n2 . From this we
can conclude that all fading spectra Sf (ej2fT ) 3 whose corresponding ACFs coincide in the
rst N samples cause the same BER. For N = 2, Eq. (52) gives the BER for conventional
DD if f = 0 and fD = 0.
To become more speci c, we assume f = 0 and use Jakes fading model [31], i.e., 'f []
is given by
'f [] = ej 2f T  jfm j2 + s2 J0 (2Bf T );
8;
(21)
D

2 Note,

that the BERs for  = =4 and  = 0 are identical since ampli er nonlinearities are not taken
into account.
3 S (ej2f T ) is the Fourier transform of the ACF ' [].
f
f
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where J0 () denotes the zeroth order Bessel function of the rst kind. Fig. 3 shows BER
vs. 10 log10 (Eb=N0) (Eb = ES =2) for coherent QPSK with perfect channel state information
(denoted by CD) and QDPSK with genie{aided prediction{based DF{DD for a Ricean fading
channel with fD = 0 and 10 log10(K ) = 10 dB. Coherent QPSK is a lower bound for genie{
aided prediction{based DF{DD as will be shown in the next section. For the DF{DD scheme,
p , 1    N 1, was calculated from Eq. (11). As N increases performance improves and
BER is slightly lower for Bf T = 0:0075 than for Bf T = 0:03. However, in both cases, even
for N = 100 BER of genie{aided DF{DD is higher than that of coherent QPSK.
In Fig. 4, Bf T = 0:05 and 10 log10(K ) = 0 dB are assumed. Here, fD T = 0 and
fD T = 0:04 are considered. Although the Ricean process with fD T = 0:04 causes a higher
BER for N = 2, for N = 100 the same performance as for fD T = 0 is obtained4. The
reason for this behaviour is explained in Section 4.2. Moreover, for 10 log10(Eb =N0) < 60
dB no error oor can be observed for N = 5 and N = 100. Under which conditions it is,
in principle, possible to avoid the error oor and in which cases the lower bound given by
coherent QPSK can be approached is also discussed in Section 4.2.
4.2

Limiting Performance for

N !1

Using similar relations as in Section V of [24], Pb for N ! 1 (cf. Eq. (52)) may be expressed
as
1
s+1
a21 + b21
Pb = QM(a1 ; b1 )
(22)
2 s I0 (a1b1 ) exp
2 ;
with
1 1 1 jfmj2 (s2 1);
a1 =
(23)
2
s
e;2 min
1 1 + 1 jfmj2 (s2 1);
b1 =
(24)
2
s
e;2 min
s2 + n2 + e;2 min
s =
;
(25)
s2 + n2 e;2 min
!



v
u
u
t



v
u
u
t

v
u
u
t

0

e;2 min
Sc (e

= exp

T

B
@

1=Z(2T )

1=(2T )

1

log Sc(ej2fT ) df




C
A

;

(26)

) = Sf (e ) + n2 :
(27)
Here, Sc(ej2fT ) is the power spectral density of process c[] and e;2 min [32, 33] is the minimum
error variance for prediction of c[].
j 2fT

4 Note,

j 2fT

that although no genie is needed for N = 2, DF{DD is not identical with conventional DD for

fD T = 0:04.
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Interestingly, in the limit N ! 1, Pb depends only on the noise variance n2 , the magnitude of the mean fm of the fading process and the fading spectrum Sf (ej2fT ) (cf. Eqs. (22){
(27)). Since the Dirac delta impulse at Doppler shift f = fD corresponding to the direct
component of the Ricean process does not contribute to the integral in Eq. (26) (cf. [24],
Appendix A), the Doppler shift fD has no in uence on Pb for N ! 1. This explains why
for N = 100 the Ricean processes with fD T = 0:0 and fD T = 0:04 considered in Fig. 4 yield
(approximately) the same performance. Since frequency o set (i.e., shift of fading spectrum)
has also no in uence on Pb for N ! 1 (our simulations in Section 7 show that this is also
true for nite N ), without loss of generality, we assume f = 0 and fD = 0 in the following.
Now, three special cases of Eqs. (22) and (26) are discussed.
A. n2 ! 0
From n2 ! 0, Sc(ej2fT ) ! Sf (ej2fT ) (cf. Eq. (27)) follows, i.e., e;2 min depends
exclusively on the fading spectrum. If Sf (ej2fT ) is bandlimited, e;2 min is equal to
zero [32, 33]. From Eq. (25) s = 1 is obtained for e;2 min = 0 and Eqs. (23) and (24)
yield a1 = 0 and b1 = 0, respectively. Hence, Eq. (22) gives Pb = 0, i.e., there is
no irreducible error oor for bandlimited Ricean fading processes if prediction{based
DF{DD is used. On the other hand, for realizable fading processes which cannot be
bandlimited, e;2 min > 0 and thus, s > 1 is obtained. This means Pb > 0 even in the
absence of noise and there is always an irreducible error oor.
B. Bf T ! 0 (Slow Ricean Fading)
Here, the fading spectrum is given by
Sf (ej 2fT ) = jfm j2 Æ0 (f ) + s2 Æ0 (f );
jf j  1=(2T );
(28)
where Æ0 () is the Dirac delta function [34]. Using similar methods as proposed in [24],
it can be shown that in this special case
xy = yy = qf2 jfm j2 = s2
(29)
and
y = fm
(30)
follow from Eqs. (61), (62) and Eq. (64), respectively.
On the other hand, for coherent QPSK with perfect channel state information the
decision variable gCD [k] is given by [29]
gCD [k] = r[k]f  [k] = b[k](f [k] + n[k]b [k])  f  [k]:
(31)
Without loss of generality, b[k] = ej=4 is assumed. If we de ne CCD =4 b[k] = ej=4 = C ,
4
4
xCD [k] =
f [k] + n[k]b [k] and yCD [k] =
f [k], the rst and second order moments of
xCD [k] and yCD [k] are calculated to xCD = yCD = fm , x x = s2 + n2 , x y =
CD CD

CD CD
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= s2 , i.e., they are identical with those of genie{aided prediction{based DF{
DD for Bf T ! 0 and N ! 1 (cf. Eqs. (29), (30), (60), and (63)).
This means, for slow Ricean fading, genie{aided prediction{based DF{DD of QDPSK
yields the same BER as coherent QPSK with perfect channel state information. Note,
that for the AWGN channel this property has already been proved in [15] (for the
AWGN channel prediction{based DF{DD and MSD{based DF{DD are identical (cf. Section 6)). It should be mentioned that realizable prediction{based DF{DD (i.e., without
genie) is lower{bounded by optimum coherent QDPSK [35], of course. The BER of coherent QDPSK is approximately by a factor of two higher than that of coherent QPSK
[29]. On the other hand, the di erence between genie{aided DF{DD and realizable
DF{DD is also approximately a factor of two at high Eb=N0 ratios. From this it can
be concluded that realizable prediction{based DF{DD for QDPSK can approach its
lower bound for Bf T ! 0.
C. Jakes Model
If Jakes fading model is assumed, Sf (ej2fT ) is given by
jfmj2Æ0 (f ) + T pB f
jf j < Bf
j
2
fT
Sf (e
)=
:
(32)
0
Bf  jf j  21T
Using the methods proposed in Appendix A and B of [24], it can be shown that in this
case e;2 min may be expressed by
2B T
e
s2
2
2
exp(2T C0);
(33)
e;min = n
2Bf T n2
where C0 is de ned as
yCD yCD

8
<

2
s

2
f

:

!

4

C0 = Bf

2

=
Z

0

2

f

log(1 + q sin ') sin ' d';

(34)

with q =4
. For small fading bandwidths Bf and high s2 =n2 ratios, q  1 and
thus, C0  0 holds. However, in general, C0 has to be evaluated numerically.
Fig. 5 shows BER calculated from Eqs. (22){(25) and (33) vs. 10 log10 (Eb =N0) for
QDPSK with genie{aided prediction{based DF{DD (N ! 1). Note, that the BERs
for Bf T = 0 are identical with those of coherent QPSK as has been shown in Case
B. For Bf T > 0, however, genie{aided DF{DD performs worse than coherent QPSK
even for N ! 1. Thus, it has to be expected, that realizable DF{DD also cannot
approach its lower bound (coherent QDPSK) for Bf T > 0. Performance bounds for
realizable DF{DD at high Eb =N0 ratios can be obtained by multiplying the bounds
of genie{aided DF{DD by a factor of two. Note, that in Fig. 5, no error oor can be
observed since the assumed fading spectrum is bandlimited (cf. Case A). For nite K ,
BER increases with increasing normalized fading bandwidth Bf T .
Bf T n2
s2
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5 Adaptation of the Predictor CoeÆcients Using the
RLS Algorithm
In this section, the adaptation algorithm for the predictor coeÆcients is described. As has
been already mentioned, p , 1    N 1, could be calculated from Eq. (11), of course.
However, for this it would be necessary to know the rst N samples of the ACF 'c[]. Thus,
'c[], 0    N 1, would have to be estimated a priori. Since the channel statistics
in mobile communications are typically nonstationary, this estimation would have to be
repeated regularly.
In order to avoid the above mentioned problems, we propose the employment of an adaptation algorithm which computes the predictor coeÆcients recursively. Since the eigenvalue
spread of the autocorrelation matrix c can become quite large, the convergence speed of
the simple least{mean{square (LMS) algorithm is quite slow [12] and the RLS algorithm is
preferable.
2 (cf. Eq. (6)) but the
The RLS algorithm does not minimize the MSE variance MSE
related cost function [12]
J [k ] =

k
X
=1

wk 

r[]

NX1
 =1

2

p [k]^r[;  ] ;

(35)

where p [k], 1    N 1, are the predictor coeÆcients at time k and r^[k;  ] is de ned as
4
r^[k;  ] =
r[k

]

Y1
j =0

a^[k

j ];

1    N 1:

(36)

w, 0 < w  1, is the forgetting factor of the RLS algorithm. For a forgetting factor w = 1
and k ! 1, p [k] ! p 5, 1    N 1, is obtained if all random processes involved are

ergodic. For the problem at hand, the RLS algorithm consists of the following equations [12]
P k 1r^k ;
kk =
(37)
w + r^Hk P k 1r^k
 [k] = r[k] pTk 1r^k ;
(38)
H
1
1
P k = w P k 1 w kk r^k P k 1;
(39)

pk = pk 1 + kk  [k];
(40)
where []H denotes Hermitian transposition and the de nitions
r^k =4 [^r[k; 1] r^[k; 2] : : : r^[k; N 1]]T ;
(41)
4
pk = [p1[k] p2[k] : : : pN 1 [k]]T ;
(42)
are used. For initialization of the algorithm we propose
P 0 = Æ 1I ;
(43)
p0 = [1 0 0 : : : 0]T :
(44)
5p ,


1

N

1, are the coeÆcients calculated from Eq. (11)
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Here, Æ is a small positive constant [12]. The initialization of p0 according to Eq. (44) has
the e ect that the DF{DD scheme starts as a conventional di erential detector. Thus, the
adaptive prediction{based DF{DD algorithm can start blind without training sequence and
without prior knowledge of the channel statistics. As k increases, pk is adapted to the channel
statistics. In a stationary environment w = 1:0 is optimum [12]. In mobile communications,
however, the channel statistics are typically nonstationary and therefore, w < 1:0 may be
preferred, since this improves the tracking capability of the RLS algorithm [36].
Figs. 6a) and 7a) show p [k], 1    N 1, vs. k for an AWGN channel (10 log10 (Eb=N0)
= 8 dB) and a Rayleigh fading channel (10 log10(Eb =N0) = 20 dB, Bf T = 0:03, Jakes model),
respectively. The corresponding learning curves can be seen in Figs. 6b) and 7b), where the
mean{squared error J 0 [k] = Efj [k]j2g was approximated by averaging over 1000 adaptation
processes. In both cases, w was chosen to 0.99. In Figs. 6a) and 7a), the lines denoted
by `optimum' correspond to the solution of Eq. (11). Obviously, in all cases the adapted
coeÆcients converge to the optimum setting. Figs. 6b) and 7b) show that J 0 [k] approaches
2
2
2 by inserting the predictor
the minimum MSE variance MMSE
(MMSE
is obtained form MSE
coeÆcients calculated from Eq. (11) in Eq. (6)) as k increases. It should be mentioned that
the DF{DD receiver outperforms conventional DD before steady state is reached. Assuming
2
N = 2 (i.e., conventional DD), for the AWGN channel and the Rayleigh fading channel MMSE
is equal to 0.15 and 0.026, respectively. For all predictor orders considered in Figs. 6b)
2
and 7b) J 0[k], k > 10, is smaller than MMSE
for N = 2. Since the mean{squared error
directly in uences the BER, it can be expected that the proposed adaptive DF{DD receiver
outperforms conventional DD for k > 10.

6 Comparison with MSD{Based DF{DD
In this section, we investigate the relation between the proposed prediction{based DF{
DD scheme and MSD{based DF{DD. Since MSD{based DF{DD is derived directly from
maximum{likelihood sequence detection, it may be considered as the optimum DF{DD
scheme and will be used as a benchmark for prediction{based DF{DD in our simulations
(cf. Section 7).
In the following, we compare MSD{based DF{DD and prediction{based DF{DD for three
special cases. For simplicity, we assume f = 0 and fD = 0 in this section.
A. K = 0 (Rayleigh Fading Channel)
MSD{based DF{DD for the Rayleigh fading channel was considered in [24]. It can
be shown that the decision rule obtained in [24] is equivalent to Eq. (17). Hence,
prediction{based DF{DD and MSD{based DF{DD are identical for Rayleigh fading.
B. K ! 1 (AWGN Channel)
For the AWGN channel, 'c[0] = qf2 + n2 and 'c[] = qf2 ,  6= 0, results. Thus, for
n2 > 0 from Eq. (11), p = p > 0, 1    N 1, is obtained. This is used in Eq. (15)
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and then, Eq. (15) is inserted into Eq. (17). If it is taken into account that the positive
multiplicative constant p does not in uence the decision,
a^[k]

8
<

8
<

NX1

:

:

 =1

= argmax Re a~[k]r[k]
a~[k]

r[k

Y1

]

a^[k

j =1

99
==

j ];;

(45)

results as decision rule for prediction{based DF{DD. This decision rule was derived in
a di erent way by Leib et al. [13] and Edbauer [15]. Adachi et al. showed in [16], that it
also may be obtained from MSD. We conclude, that prediction{based and MSD{based
DF{DD are identical for the AWGN channel.
C. 0 < K < 1
To the best of the authors knowledge, the following MSD{based DF{DD decision rule
for 0 < K < 1 has not been published in the open technical literature, yet. It can
be derived from the MSD scheme proposed for Ricean fading in [5]. Using a similar
derivation as in [16] and [24] (i.e., introducing decision{feedback symbols in the MSD
metric according to Eq. (5) of [5]), the following MSD{based DF{DD rule is obtained6:
a^[k]

8
<

8
<

NX1

:

:

=1

= argmax 2Re a~[k]r [k]
a~[k]

0

0

@

@

+ ln I0 2jfmj

t0 r[k

a~[k]r [k]

+

NX1
 =1

r [k

]

NX1
=0

Y1
j =1

t0 

]

a^[k

NY2
j =1

NX1
=0

9
=

j ];

a^[k

t

NY2
j =

j]
a^[k

j]

119
=
AA
;

;

(46)

where a~[k] 2 A is a trial symbol. Here, t , 0  ;   N 1, are the elements of
matrix
T = M c 1;
(47)
where M c denotes the N  N covariance matrix of process c[] (cf. Eq. (9), f = 0,
fD T = 0).
Further analysis of Eq. (46) shows that prediction{based DF{DD and MSD{based
DF{DD are not only equivalent for K = 0 and K ! 1, but also for the special cases
Bf T = 0 (slow Ricean fading) and N = 2. For N = 2, both schemes are also equivalent
to conventional DD (f = 0, fD = 0 is assumed).
On the other hand, a comparison of Eq. (17) and Eq. (46) indicates that in general
the decision rules for prediction{based DF{DD and MSD{based DF{DD are di erent.
However, our simulations in the next section show that for f = 0 the performance of
both schemes is always almost identical.
6 Note,

that Eq. (46) is also valid for the special cases K = 0 and K

! 1, of course.
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7 Simulation Results
In the following, prediction{based DF{DD will be referred to as
prediction{based
DF{DD or simply adaptive DF{DD if the predictor coeÆcients are calculated using the
adaptive algorithm discussed in Section 5.
For all simulations presented here, continuous transmission, i.e., no burst structure, is
assumed. Furthermore, we restrict ourselves to the case fD = 0. First the in uence of the
forgetting factor w of the RLS algorithm on the BER of adaptive prediction{based DF{DD
is examined.
adaptive

In uence of w on BER of Adaptive Prediction{Based DF{DD
Fig. 8 shows BER vs. w for the AWGN channel. For 0:99  w  1, BER is almost
independent of w for 10 log10 (Eb=N0) = 5 dB and 10 log10(Eb =N0) = 8 dB. For w < 0:99 the
RLS algorithm becomes instable in some cases and BER increases. It should be mentioned,
that this instability typically arises after transmission of several tens of thousands of symbols
and can be avoided by using a more stable implementation of the RLS algorithm (e.g. QR{
RLS algorithm [12]). In mobile communication applications, typically bursts of several
hundreds of symbols are transmitted. Thus, the stability problem is avoided if the RLS
algorithm is reinitialized after reception of some bursts. Note, that the RLS algorithm is
more stable at the higher Eb =N0 ratio and for larger N .
In Fig. 9, it can be observed, that for Rayleigh fading (Bf T = 0:03) the stability of the
RLS algorithm is not a major problem. For 10 log10 (Eb=N0) = 30 dB and 10 log10(Eb =N0) =
60 dB the algorithm is stable for 0:95  w  1 and BER is almost constant.
AWGN Channel
Fig. 10 shows BER vs. 10 log10 (Eb=N0) for QDPSK transmitted over the AWGN channel
and detected with adaptive (prediction{based) DF{DD (w = 1). For comparison, the BER
curves for QDPSK with conventional DD, adaptive genie{aided (prediction{based) DF{DD
(w = 1), MSD{based DF{DD (equivalent to prediction{based DF{DD with xed predictor
coeÆcients according to Eq. (11)), and CD are also included in Fig. 10. The loss of the
adaptive scheme when compared to the MSD{based DF{DD is very small (less than 0.1
dB). At BER = 10 3 the gain of adaptive DF{DD over conventional DD is 0.7 dB and 1.2
dB for N = 3 and N = 5, respectively. As N increases, CD is approached since it is a lower
bound for realizable noncoherent detectors. For the calculated BER (denoted by `Theory')
Eq. (11) was used for determination of the predictor coeÆcients, of course. The simulated
and calculated BERs of genie{aided DF{DD are in good agreement and it can be observed,
that error propagation increases BER by approximately a factor of two. For conventional
DD (equivalent to MSD{based and prediction{based DF{DD with N = 2) no feedback is
required and hence, there is no error propagation.
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Frequency O set f
Since practical receivers often have to cope with frequency o set, we consider an AWGN
channel with f > 0. Fig. 11 shows BER vs. normalized frequency o set fT for adaptive
(prediction{based) DF{DD (w = 1) and MSD{based DF{DD optimized for AWGN. For
adaptive (prediction{based) DF{DD BER is hardly in uenced by a normalized frequency
o set of up to 0.04 (corresponding to f = 971 Hz for IS{136), whereas BER increases
for MSD{based DF{DD with increasing frequency o set, especially for large N . It can be
shown analytically that the predictor coeÆcients perfectly account for the phase rotation introduced by frequency o set and hence, prediction{based DF{DD is insensitive to frequency
o set. Note, that MSD{based DF{DD with N = 2 and optimized for AWGN is identical
with conventional DD. However, here adaptive DF{DD with N = 2 is identical with
conventional DD since for f 6= 0 the predictor coeÆcient p1 is not a real number. Fig. 11
clearly illustrates the robustness of adaptive DF{DD against frequency o set.
not

Rayleigh Fading
Fig. 12 shows BER for conventional DD, adaptive (prediction{based) DF{DD (w = 0:99),
genie{aided adaptive (prediction{based) DF{DD (w = 0:99), MSD{based DF{DD, and
CD with perfect channel state information vs. 10 log10 (Eb=N0) for Rayleigh fading with
Bf T = 0:03. Note, that for Rayleigh fading MSD{based DF{DD and prediction{based
DF{DD with xed predictor coeÆcients according to Eq. (11) are identical. The increase
of BER due to coeÆcient adaptation is negligible. It can be observed, that the error oor
of conventional DD can be reduced considerably by DF{DD. For N = 3 and N = 5, it is,
respectively, 34 and 80 times lower than for conventional DD. At low Eb =N0 ratios, conventional DD performs almost as good as CD and thus, the gain of DF{DD is small. Note
also, that a certain loss of prediction{based DF{DD when compared with CD is unavoidable
because here, the normalized fading bandwidth Bf T is larger than zero (cf. Section 4.2, Case
B and C). Moreover, at low Eb =N0 ratios burst errors dominate and hence, error propagation
increases BER by a factor smaller than two. On the other hand, at high Eb =N0 ratios single
error events prevail and BER increases by approximately a factor of two. For determination of the theoretical BER of genie{aided DF{DD, the rst N samples of the ACF were
estimated from the simulated fading process and the predictor coeÆcients were calculated
from Eq. (11). Although the simulated fading process is based on Jakes fading model [31], it
cannot be bandlimited, of course. Thus, an irreducible error oor is unavoidable (cf. Section
4.2).
Ricean Fading
Fig. 13 shows BER vs. 10 log10 (Eb =N0) for QDPSK with conventional DD, adaptive (prediction{based) DF{DD (w = 0:99), genie{aided adaptive (prediction{based) DF{DD (w =
0:99), MSD{based DF{DD, and CD with perfect channel state information. 10 log10 (K )
= 10 dB, Bf T = 0:0075, and fD T = 0 are used for the simulation. It can be seen that
adaptive DF{DD performs as good as MSD{based DF{DD. At BER = 10 3, the gain of
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these techniques over conventional DD is 0.5 dB and 0.75 dB for N = 3 and N = 5, respectively. At this BER, there is still a gap of 0.85 dB between adaptive DF{DD with N = 5
and CD which could be further narrowed by increasing N . The BER analysis presented in
Section 4.1 is perfectly con rmed by the simulated BERs for genie{aided adaptive DF{DD
and conventional DD. For calculation of the theoretical BER the predictor coeÆcients were
determined in the same way like for Rayleigh fading.
The same detection schemes as in Fig. 13 are applied in Fig. 14, however, now 10 log10 (K ) =
3 dB, Bf T = 0:03, and fD T = 0 are valid. Again adaptive (prediction{based) DF{DD
performs almost as good as MSD{based DF{DD. At low Eb=N0 ratios, the gap between
conventional DD and CD is small and DF{DD cannot improve conventional DD. Again a
certain loss of prediction{based DF{DD when compared with CD is unavoidable because of
Bf T > 0. On the other hand, the error oor caused by conventional DD is reduced significantly by both DF{DD schemes. Again, there is a good agreement between the simulated
BERs for conventional DD and genie{aided adaptive DF{DD and the corresponding theoretical BERs. At high Eb=N0 ratios, BER of adaptive DF{DD is approximately by a factor
of two larger than BER of genie{aided adaptive DF{DD. At low Eb=N0 ratios, where burst
errors dominate, this factor is signi cantly smaller than two.

8 Conclusions
In this paper, prediction{based DF{DD for MDPSK signals transmitted over Ricean fading
channels has been proposed and analyzed. The BER of QDPSK with genie{aided prediction{
based DF{DD is calculated and the limiting performance for N ! 1 is investigated. It is
shown, that for large values of N the Doppler shift has no in uence on the performance of
prediction{based DF{DD and that in principle the error oor of conventional DD can be
avoided for bandlimited Ricean fading processes. The decision rule for prediction{based DF{
DD is also compared with that of MSD{based DF{DD. Simulations indicate that prediction{
based DF{DD can improve conventional DD signi cantly for AWGN, Rayleigh fading, and
Ricean fading channels. Furthermore, it has the very important advantage that it does
not degrade under frequency o set. The proposed scheme is well suited for a practical
implementation since the optimum predictor coeÆcients can be found eÆciently by using
an adaptive algorithm. This algorithm can start blind, i.e., no training sequence and no a
priori knowledge about the channel statistics are required at the receiver.
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Appendix
In this appendix, a closed{form result for Pb is calculated. By using Eqs. (4), (9), (10) and
(15), Eq. (16) may be rewritten as
4

g [k] = a[k]c[k]

NX1
 =1



!

p c[k

] ;

(48)

where because of the assumption of genie{aiding, a^[k  ] = a[k  ], 1    N 2, has
been used. A comparison of Eqs. (20) and (48) shows that C , x[k], and y[k] can be de ned
as
4
C =
a[k] = ej ;
(49)
4
x[k] = c[k];
(50)
N 1
4
y [k] =
p c[k  ]:
(51)

4

X

 =1

If the BER expression of Eq. (4B.21) of [29] is adapted to the problem at hand,
v2
a21 + b21
Pb = QM(a1 ; b1 )
I
(
a1 b1 ) exp
(52)
0
v1 + v2
2
results, where QM(; ) and I0 () are the Marcum Q{function and the zeroth order modi ed
Bessel function of the rst kind, respectively. Here, the following de nitions are used:
2v12v2 ( 1v2 2 )
4
;
(53)
a1 =
v1 + v2
2v1v22 ( 1v1 + 2)
4
b1 =
;
(54)
v1 + v2
4
(55)
1 = jxj2 yy + jyj2 xx x y xy xy xy ;
4
(56)
2 = C x y + C  xy ;
1
4
w2 +
w;
(57)
v1 =
xxyy jxy j2
1
4
v2 =
w2 +
+ w;
(58)
xxyy jxy j2
Cxy + C  xy
4
(59)
w =
2(xxyy jxy j2) ;
4
xx =
Efjx[k] xj2g = 'c[0] jxj2;
(60)
N 1
4
xy =
Ef(x[k] x)(y[k] y) g = p 'c[ ] xy;
(61)
!

q

q

s

s

X

4
yy =

Efjy[k] yj2g =

NX1 NX1
 =1 =1

 =1

p p 'c [  ]

jyj2;

(62)
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4
x =

Efx[k]g = ej2(f +fD )T k fm;
N 1
4
y =
Efy[k]g = ej2(f +fD )T k fm e
X

 =1

j 2(f +fD )T 

p :

(63)
(64)
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Figures

Figure 1: Block diagram of the transmission model.

Figure 2: Structure of the prediction{based DF{DD receiver.
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Figure 3: BER of coherent QPSK (denoted by `CD') and QDPSK vs. 10 log10 (Eb=N0)
for conventional DD (N = 2) and genie{aided prediction{based DF{DD (N =
3; 5; 100) for Jakes fading model (10 log(K ) = 10 dB, fD T = 0).

Figure 4: BER of coherent QPSK (denoted by `CD') and QDPSK vs. 10 log10 (Eb=N0)
for genie{aided prediction{based DF{DD (N = 2; 5; 100) for Jakes fading model
(10 log(K ) = 3 dB, Bf T = 0:05).
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Figure 5: BER vs. 10 log10 (Eb=N0) for QDPSK with genie{aided prediction{based DF{
DD (N ! 1) for di erent fading bandwidths Bf and Ricean factors K . Jakes fading
model is assumed.

Figure 6: a) Predictor coeÆcients p [k], 1    N 1, vs. k and b) learning curve
(mean{squared error J 0[k] vs. k) of the adaptation algorithm for an AWGN channel
(10 log10(Eb =N0) = 8 dB, w = 0:99). Predictors of order 2 (N = 3) and 4 (N = 5) are
considered.
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Figure 7: a) Predictor coeÆcients p [k], 1    N 1, vs. k and b) learning curve
(mean{squared error J 0[k] vs. k) of the adaptation algorithm for a Rayleigh fading
channel (10 log10(Eb =N0) = 20 dB, Bf T = 0:03, w = 0:99). Predictors of order 2
(N = 3) and 3 (N = 4) are considered.

Figure 8: BER vs. forgetting factor w for the AWGN channel.
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Figure 9: BER vs. forgetting factor w for the Rayleigh fading channel (Bf T = 0:03,
Jakes model).

Figure 10: BER vs. 10 log10(Eb =N0) for QDPSK with conventional DD, adaptive
prediction{based DF{DD (w = 1), genie{aided adaptive (prediction{based) DF{DD
(w = 1), MSD{based DF{DD (here equivalent to prediction{based DF{DD with optimum xed predictor coeÆcients), and CD for the AWGN channel. The theoretical
BERs for conventional DD and genie{aided prediction{based DF{DD are also contained.
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Figure 11: BER vs. normalized frequency o set fT for QDPSK with MSD{based
DF{DD optimized for AWGN and adaptive (prediction{based) DF{DD (w = 1).

Figure 12: BER vs. 10 log10(Eb =N0) for QDPSK with conventional DD, adaptive
prediction{based DF{DD (w = 0:99), genie{aided adaptive (prediction{based) DF{
DD (w = 0:99), MSD{based DF{DD (here equivalent to prediction{based DF{DD
with optimum xed predictor coeÆcients), and CD for Rayleigh fading (Bf T = 0:03).
The theoretical BERs for conventional DD and genie{aided prediction{based DF{DD
are also contained.
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Figure 13: BER vs. 10 log10(Eb =N0) for QDPSK with conventional DD, adaptive
(prediction{based) DF{DD (w = 0:99), genie{aided adaptive DF{DD, MSD{based
DF{DD, and CD for Ricean fading (10 log10(K ) = 10 dB, Bf T = 0:0075, fD T = 0).
The theoretical BERs for conventional DD and genie{aided prediction{based DF{DD
are also contained.

Figure 14: BER vs. 10 log10(Eb =N0) for QDPSK with conventional DD, adaptive
(prediction{based) DF{DD (w = 0:99), genie{aided adaptive DF{DD, MSD{based
DF{DD, and CD for Ricean fading (10 log10 (K ) = 3 dB, Bf T = 0:03, fD T = 0). The
theoretical BERs for conventional DD and genie{aided prediction{based DF{DD are
also contained.
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